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A b s t r a c t
The electron transf er reactions between horse-heart
3 —cytochrome c CCytD and three hexacyanides complexes CFeCCND^ , 
OsCCND3 and RuCCND3 ) have been studied by the method of<5 C>
photoexcitation with the thermodynamic driving force for the 
reaction CAED varying from 9.6*10 2V to 6.0*10 1V.
The study mainly consists of two parts. In the first
part of the study , we have examined the kinetic scheme 
involved in the oxidation of ferrocytochrome c CCyt 3, by
3 —FeCCND . The observed transfer rates show saturation<5
behaviour at high FeCCND^ concentration Cup to 5mM2). Data 
analysis indicates that there are two binding sites of vastly 
different affinities on the protein surface at which electron 
transfer can occur. The binding constant for the strong 
binding site decrease from 1600M 1 to 80M 1 as the ionic
strength increases from 15mM to 140mM. The intramolecular 
electron transfer rate k for the strong binding site is found 
to be 4. 65*10'ST1.
In the second part of the study, we have examined the 
effect of the driving force on the electron transfer rate 
through the study of the oxidations of Cyt2+ by isomorphic
analogs of FeCCND3 , OsCCND3 ' and RuCCND3 . For an increaseCS <5 <5
in AE of about 0.5V from FeCChD3 to RuCCND3 , the electron<s <s
transfer rate was found to increase by about 200 times. The 
results are consistent with the theories of Hopfield and
Ma.:xrcus. A reorganization energy CX) of --%.O.77eV is found for
12
the cytochr ome c----hexacyani de system, and an., electron
transfer distance of =A 2. 6A was deduced.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Electron transfer reactions in biological system have
been extensively investigated since such reactions are
important to the survival of all organisms. Both the capture
and conversion of solar energy into chemical energy in
photosynthesis and the formation of ATP C adenosine
triphosphate} result from the consecutive electron transfer
reactions between pairs of proteins. For example, in the
early stages of photosynthesis in bacteria, the storage of the
absorbed light energy is achieved through a series of electron
transfer reactions, which indirectly take an electron from a
high-potential cytochrome c, which is in contact with the
exterior of the inner membrane, to a low-potential quinone on
the other side of the membrane which contains the reaction
center. Hence, the energy is then stored in that well
separated redox couple.
Typically, the electrons are transferred between metal
sites or organic prosthetic groups, which constitute only a
few percents by weight of total protein, over a large
distances of about 20-30A. The theoretical and experimental
%
challenges are to understand the mechanism by which such
transfer occurs.
1.1 Background
In 1966, De Vault and Chance11] found that the electron
transfer rate between cytochrome c and reaction-center
bacteriochlorophyll P in the photosynthetic bacteriumB70
chromatium vinosum decreases from room temperature to 100K,
and becomes temperature—independent from 100 to 4K. A simple
model of nuclear tunneling was initially proposed by Grigorov
£23 t•
and Chernavskii to explain the low temperature behaviour.
A more detailed semiclassical formulation was suggested by
Hopf i eld133 who treated the case where the electron tunnels,
between two bound states with the energy conserved by the
vibr onic coupling In the individual molecules. Hopfield also
made use of the Forster-Dexter energy transfer theory for the
analysis of the electron transfer process. In 1976,
£43
Jortner, in accordance with the analogy between electron
transfer in a well-defined reactant pair and an ordinary
unimolecular radiationless decay, developed a purely quantum
mechanical formulation in terms of a nonadiabatic multiphonon
decay process. Apart from the theoretical work mentioned
above, a lot of equivalent theoretical study has been done
independently by Marcus15'5'7'83 in simple chemical system
before 1966. Owing to the simplicity of the electron transfer
event, theoretical predictions have always preceded
experimental measurements. Hence, most current experimental••
studies are designed to test the various aspects of the
theoretical predictions.
1,2 Fundamental theorytP'103
The concepts of electron transfer are most easily-
visualized by examining the potential energy surfaces of the
reactants and that of the products. As shown in figure 1, for
a resonable distance between the two electron transfer
reaction sites, these sites will interact electronically and
those two surfaces become mixed and splittings occur. The
stronger is the electronic coupling of the reactants the
greater will be the splitting CAE D between the upper and
s p
lower energy surfaces and the higher is the probability for
conversidn of reactants to products once the system reaches
the crossing point. In the limiting case that AE tends to
8 p
infinity, the upper energy surface can be ignored and the
transition probability approaches unity. This is called the
adiabatic electron transfer and is the common process in
normal chemical reaction. However, for biological systems,
the electronic coupling is relatively weak and the transition
probability is much less than unity at the crossing point.
• • •
Thus, the electron transfer rate depends on the size of
splitting AE of the two energy surfaces and in fact the
s p
electron transfer rate oc I AE I2 1P3. This situation is
1 8 p 1
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Figure 1 Potential energy curves representing a general electron
transfer reaction. 'Hie potential energy surfaces of
reactants plus surrounding medium CRD and that of
product plus surrounding medium CPD become mixed and
split at crossing point C, due to electronic
interaction o,f reactants. Moreover, there is an energy
gap of between the upper and lower potential energy
surfaces. A and B denote nuclear cooridates for an
equilibrium configuration of reactants and products,
r especiively.
In order to reach the crossing point, the nuclear
structures of the reactants and surrounding solvent molecules
should be adjusted to a certain configuration different from
the equilibrium position. The energy involved in this
rearrangement is obtained from the thermal energy, and is
referred by Macrus as the reorganization energy X. The
reorganization energy is contributed from both the inner
sphere and outer sphere terms. The inner sphere
reorganization energy X is the energy involved in the nuclear
bond length and bond angle changes within reactant molecules.
The outer sphere reorganization energy X is mainly due to
changes in the polarization of solvent molecules during
elcectron transfer.
According to the quantitative formalism of Marcus and
Hopfield, the electron transfer rate for sufficiently high
temperature can be expressed as
where AE is the driving force for the reaction. The
expression C AE-XD X4X represents the activation energy
required for the reaction. The prefactor A is related to the
mixing electronic matrix element which reflects the overlap of
reactants electronic wave functions,- and is a function of
distance r and mutual orientation between the two reaction
sites. Hopfield's vibronically-coupled tunneling theory
predicts that the distance dependence of 'A is given
approximately by A oc expC 1. 4410 where r Cin AD is the
separation of the reaction sites.
One of the most interesting properties of the electron
transfer reaction is the driving force dependence for the
reaction rate. As shown in figure 2 or from equation E1.13,
the activation energy required for electron transfer initially
decreases with increase in driving force C Figure 2a D and
then reaches a minimum of zero. After passing this zero
point, the activation energy will then increase with further
increase in driving force. This feature is referred to as the
inverted behaviour of electron transfer.
t
Electron transfer reaction can in general be divided into
intramolecular and intermolecular electron transfer reactions.
The intramolecular electron transfer takes place between fixed
sites within a single molecule, whereas the intermol ecul ar
electron transfer involves sites residing in different
molecules. Nuclear magnetic resonance CNMRD experiments and
many other kinetic studies have shown that in intermolecular
electron transfer, the reactants actually form an encounter
complex Cprecursor complexD before electron transfer takes
place. Electron transfer process within the precursor complex
is essentially the same as the intramolecular case. Hence,







Fiaure 3 Inverted behaviour of the electron transfer reaction.
Ca5 The activation energy AE. required for electron
transfer initially decreases with increase in driving
force AE, CfcO and then reaches a minimum of zero. CcD
After passing this zero point, the activation energy
increases with further increase in driving, force.
where and 2 are ,respectively, the electron acceptor and
donor, k and k are, respectively, the association and
dissociation rate of sfW® and sf~ II5+. The k are the forward9mmW
and backward electron tranfer rate. Owing to the formation of
the precursor complex, the intermolecular electron transfer
rate is affected by more factors, such as diffusion rates and
electrostatic effects, than in the intramolecular case. In
fact, the diffusion process among the reactants may become a
rate limiting step for high driving force electron transfer
reactions.
13 Brief review of experimental studies of biological
electron transfer reaction
Experimental studies of biological electron transfer
reactions may be naturally divided into intra- and
inter-molecular cases.
1.3.1 Intramolecular electron transfer reactions
The study of intramolecular electron transfer provides a
better way to investigate the distance dependence and inverted
behaviour of electron transfer rate. However, because of the
difficulty in preparing suitable biological system for
intramolecular electron transfer studies, only a few studios
have been reported so far. A particularly promising approach
is based on coordination chemical modification. Gray and
coworkers have used ruthenium modified proteins to study
specific pathways for electron transfer. These workers
attached CNH} RuCII} moieties to specific histidine3 3
.,, til—141. C15,lOT,
imic iroles in cytochrome c, azurin and
Cj17J
myoglobin. They measured a temperature-independent rate
of about 30s1 for CNH} RuCII}-His33 reduction of the FeCIIID
3 3
heme in cytochrome c across a distance of about 12A. The rate
measured by Isied and coworkers by a pulse radiolysis method
on the same derivatized protein was about 50s 1 at £5°C and
showed a temperature dependence. In the blue copper
t
protein azurin, CNH} RuCII}-His83 was found to transfer an1 3 3
electron across about 12A of space to the CuCIID active site
at a temperature-independent rate only 1.9s1, even though the
driving force is greater Cby 0.10O than that in the
cytochrome c experiment1133.
Hoffman and coworkers have generated hybrid hemoglobins
in which ZnCIID porphrins are substituted for the hemos in the
C3LP 203
ot subunits'. Photochemical preparation of the excited
triplet state of the Zn-porphyrin results in electron transfer
i•'.
to a neighboring (3 chain heme FeCIII} which is about 20A away
Cporphyrin edge-to-edge distance}. With a. driving force of
about 0.8V, the electron transfer rate exceeds 100s1 at 300K
0
and becomes temperature-independent at low temperature Cbelow
about, 150JOt2°3. A reorganisation energy of 2. 5eV was
obtained for the hybrid Hb system.
In recent years considerable progress has been made in
the analysis of binding interaction between redox-active
proteins. One major stimulus to this work has been a
computer-generated model proposed by Salemme for a
hypothetical complex formed between cytochrome c and
[213
cytochrome b. This model was developed by examination of
the three dimension structure of the two oppositely charged
proteins and optimization of the electrostatic interaction
between the surfaces of the proteins surrounding the partially
••
exposed heme edge. This complex was then found to exist by
Millett and coworkers1221 and Mauk et alt233 have studied its
stability under conditions of varying pH, temperature, and
C 2 41 57 j
ionic strength. McLendon et al' have reported studies
of photoinduced electron transfer involving metal —substituted
ZnCIID cytochrome c which can transfer an electron to a
physiological partner cytochrome b. They obtained a!5
reorganization energy of about 0. 7eV for the system. In
particular, this system offers a useful model for testing the
dependence of intraprotein electron transfer rate on AE.
Other computer-graphics models have been conducted for the
0
complexes formed of cytochrome c and cytochrome c peroxidase
[25,253.. [27—303
as well as cytochrome and methemogl obin
Those results show some common features. Of particular•
significances are the near coplanarity
of the heme groups in the interacting proteins, the relatively
short heme edge-to-heme edge distance distances involved
C7-18A3, and the importance of electrostatic contacts between
proteins.
1. 3.2 Inter molecular electron transfer reaction
Owing to the complexity of the intermolecular electron
transfer process when both reactants are proteins, small
inorganic molecules are often used to probe the electron
transfer property of a given protein. Moreover, small
molecules of this sort offer several advantages. For example,r•
they are generally more readily available than both the
intrinsic and modified proteins and their structures are
easily varied with predictable effects. As a result, the
intermolecular electron transfer reactions between proteins
and small molecules have been studied intensively in the last
decade131 35. These studies have provided information on the
kinetics and mechanism by which these electron transfer
j
proteins operate.
The occurence of precursor complexes in electron transfer
reaction was first demonstrated by 'studies on iron
hexacyanide-cytochrome c system by both NMR spectroscopy13S1
£371
and equilibrium dialysis. Furthurmore, after a large
number of kinetic studies rate saturation behaviour
was also observed in the oxidation. of Hi PIP wi th
CoC 4,7-DPSphen}3 l4r±: ancj the oxidation of ferredoxin with3
CNH D CoNH CoCNH} 5+, CoCNO D3+ and PtCNH 4_C42] f etc..352 35 3 5 3 5
These results were interpreted by Sykes and coworkers as
arising from precursor complex formation. Those interactions
between protein and reagent are electrostatic in nature and
are favored in reactions between oppositely charged reactants.
For example, saturation kinetics was seen in the reaction
between cytochrome b, which is highly anionic, and several
t5 %
[4-33
inorganic oxidants. However, it should be noted that
although the involvement of a precursor complex is now
generally accepted, direct experimental evidence for„ its
existence is still very limited.
1.4 Outline of this dissertation
Since 1961 [43 the iron-hexacyani de (VeC CND 3 FeC CND~
) cytochrome c (Cyt3 +Cyt2+} oxidation-reduction reactions
have been extensively studied as a simple model for
elucidating the mechanism of biological electron transfer. In
1973, based on results of NMR experiment, Stellwagen and
Shul man were the first -to propose that
iron-hexaxyanide—cytochrome c complex may be formed before
electron transfer takes place. Later, Stellwagen and Casst373
demonstrated by equilibrium dialysis that the ferricytochrome
- ferricyanide (FeCCN:3~Cyt3+), ferrocytochrome- ferrocyanide
jjFeCCfO'Cyt2) and f err i cytochrome- ferrocyanide
{FeCCND4 •Cyt3+} complexes do axist. Miller and
Cusanovicht383 presented kinetics evidence on the formation of
FeCCND4~• Cyt3+ before electron transfer take place in
stopped-flow experiments on the reduction of Cyt by
FeCChO4. McCray and Kihara1453 demonstrated the formation of
a ferrocytochrome —ferricyanide (iFeCCND3• Cyt complex
formed before the electron transfer reaction in the
continuous-flow experiment on the oxidation of Cyt by
FeCCN}3. Hence, the iron-hexacyanide—cytochrome c
oxidation-reduction reaction scheme is commonly assumed to be,
This reaction has also been investigated by different
techniques including stopped flow,
continuous-flow, temperature-jump, pulse
radiolyticI4s3 and nMR35'505533 methods to determine the rate
constants involved in various steps of the reaction. Although
the formation of precursor complex involved in the reaction
mechanism is widely accepted, the results obtained from the
large numbers of studies are not consistent, with one another.
The discrepancies may arise partly from errors in the data
analysist4°3, and partly from the underestimation of the
strong ionic strength for the rate constant. Moreover,
most of the previous experimental data are analyzed by
assuming that cytochrome c has only a single binding site for
electron transfer. This is inconsistent with recent NMR
results that there are at least two binding sitestw0 523. In
fact, complete rationalization of the large number of kinetics
studies report for these reaction remains as a
persistent challenge.
This thesis undertakes to study the kinetics of electron
transfer between cytochrome c and several hexacyanides
including FeCQO3 and its isomorphic analogs, OsCCN}3 and
RuCCND3 C The reaction between CytZ+ and ReCCND3 was also
studied, although ReCChO is not an isomorphic analog of
FeCCN33~ D. The study can be divided into two parts. In the
first part, we have conducted a detailed study on the electron
transfer between cytochrome c and iron hexacyanide to clarify
some unsettled questions in the kinetic scheme. The method of
photoexci tation was applied, in which we made use of
the hydrated electron generated by photoionization of tyrosine
CTyrD molecule1503 to reduce Cyta+ to Cyt2+. The Cytn+ was
then oxidized by FeCCND3. This technique enables us to
increase the FeCCN}3 concentration to very high value
Omf-D, a region not accessible by means of stopped-flow
techniques. The observed transfer rate shows saturation
behaviour at low ionic strengths. The experiment is similar
but much more complete than the previous pulsed radiolytic
work of I lan and Shaffer men1493. The analysis of the results
indicate that electron transfer occurs via two sites for
FeCCN}3 with very different binding affinities.
After we have obtained a better idea of the transfer
kinetics, we examine in the second part of study, the driving
force dependence of the electron transfer rate through the
z+
study of the oxidations of Cyt by isomorphic analogs of
FeCChO9, OsCChD9 and RuCChD9. However, since stable form
o 5 5
3- 3—
of OsCCN2 and RuCChD do not exist, the experiments couldO O
not be conducted in the same approach as that used in the
first part. Again, photoexcitation method was used, OsCChO9
3
and RuC ChD 9~ were generated from the photoionization of
OsCChD4 and RuCCN4,respectively. By analyzing the results
using the Hopfield and Marcus's electron transfer theory, a






Figure 3 Cytochrome c. CaD Structure or cytochrome c. CfcO
The iron—porphyrin ChemeD ring is buried, in a. crevice











Figure 4- Iron hexacyn?.nide. One of the vertical CN molecules
lies above and the other below the plane in which the




As mentioned in the introduction, our study consists of
two parts. In the first part of the study, the reaction of
3+
interest was initiated by the reduction of Cyt with the
hydrated electrons. In the first attempt, the hydrated
4—
electron was generated by the photoionization of FeCCND C
the quantum yield of this reaction is 0.5 3. However, the
presence of FeCCND4 increase significantly the ionic5
strength, which as will be shown, is detrimental to the
formation of a tight protein-hexacyanide complex.
Furthermore, FeCCND4 competes with FeCCND3 for the binding
5 5
to the protein and that will complicate the data analysis.
[•503
Thus, tyrosine, a neutral agent, was substituted for
FeCCNDg-. The reaction scheme in this part of the study is
shown as follows,
C quantum yield= 0.21}
In the second psirt of the study, since both OsCClO and
2-v
RuCCND3- do not exist in stable form, the oxidation of Cyt
5
by such reagents was achieved through a different approach.
The OsCCN:9~ and RuCChO9 were obtained from photoionization
S 5
of OsCChD and RuCClD4, which do exist in stable form.
O 5
Hence, in this part of study, the reaction scheme is:
where X represents Fe, Ru or Os.
• Basic principle for measurements
The kinetics of oxidation of Cyt2+ by hexacyanide complex
is examined by monitoring the transient absorbance change of
the protein after the laser flash. Let e and e be,OR
respectively, the extinctions of oxidized and reduced
cytochrome c. In general, the absorbance A of the sample is
given by A=iCl, where C and 1 are the concentration of the
sample and the distance of the light beam through the sample.
2+
Consider an initial amount of Cyt of concentration C which
o
will be converted to the oxidized state by an oxidizing agent.
The optical absorbance, as a function of time, is
where anc an n v»l r t.hf
concentrations of Cyt2+ and Cyt3 in the course of Cyt
oxidation. Note the at all times CCIi:CtD] +CCIIICtD 3 =Cq and
ACOD=£; C 1. ACO can be obtained by measuring the intensity
R O
changes of a monitoring beam passing through the sample during
the oxidation process. From the data, the oxidation rate ks
can be deduced C Figure 5 D.
Owing to the difference in the extinction between Cyt
and Cyt2+ C Table 2. 2. ID, the experiments in the first and
second parts were mainly conducted with monitoring wavelength
at 550nm and 570nm- respectively, in order to optimize the
signal to noise ratio.
Table 2. 2. lt5P1




























Figure 5 Evaluation of reaction rate from the transient signal
The signal follows an exponential.
exper i ment. As mentioned above, the kinetic' meaur ements were
performed by moniboring the optical absorbance changes of the
samples in the visible region. Normally, the experiment was
conducted in a 1 cm path length quartz cell with the
excitation and monitoring beam at 90° angle with respect to
each other( Figure 6CaD). However, for very concentrated
sample, a 2mm path length quartz cell was used instead and the
excitation and monitoring beam were now at a 30° geometry(
Figure 6C bD).
A Quanta-Ray DCR-2 Nd: YAG pulse laser C pulse width 5ns
} was employed as the excitation source. The photoionizations
4•— 4—
of tyrosine, ReCCND, FeCCND and its isomorphic analogs
7 3
4— 4—
COsCCND and RuCCND} were achieved by using the fourth5 O.
harmonic of the laser at 266nm. The laser output is donut in
shape with inner and outer diameter of 3mm and 7mm,
respectively. The energy of the laser output was measured by
a Scientech 362 power meter. Typical laser energy pulse was
approximately several mJ per pulse or 100mJcm at the sample.
Typical repitition rate is approximately O. 2Hz or less. The
laser beam was slightly focussed before incident on the sample
by a cylindrical lens, so that the photolysis volume of the
sample defined by the size of the laser pulse overlapped
optimally with that of the monitoring beam. In the 1cm quartz
%
cell, a magnetic stirrer was placed inside to circulate the
sample during the measurements. In the case of 2mm quartz















































































Figure QCcD Experimental setup: electrical schematic diagram.
The monitoring light source was a 1 SOW br-oad ba.rid
tungsten lamp. The desired monitoring wavelength was obtained
by passing the tungsten light through a Mark X 82-487
monochromator C Jarrell Ash. 3. The beam came out from the
monochromator was then focussed at the sample using a
condenser system CI with focal length 4cm. The focussed beam
in the cell was 1.5mm in width and about 5mm in height. After
passing through the sample C typically, the optical density~
1 3, the monitoring beam was focussed by another condenser
•
system C2 of focal length 4.5cm onto another monochromator C
Model 2, Bausch and Lomb 3 which served to reject the
fluorescence and scattered light from the sample. For further
improvement, a color glass filter was placed before the second
momochromator. In the case of strong scattered light or
fluorescence, an interference filter was used.
The monitoring light intensity was measured by a
photomultiplier tube C PMT 3 C EMI 9558QB 3. The PMT had a
fast response and high gain. However, owing to the high
intensity of the monitoring beam, only six out of eleven
possible amplification stages were used. For optimal
performance, a shortened dynode configuration served to
maintain an interdynode voltage of the order of one hundred
volts. The high voltage was maintained by a. high voltage
power supply C Fluke medol 4088 3. The DC output was of the
PMT obtained by coupling a resistor of 2. 35kQ, 4.7kQ or 5000
to the PMT for different response times. The DC output was
then subtracted off by 3. variable DC offset obtained from a
100MHz LH0033 fast buffer amplifier C National Semiconductor
3. Moreover, the buffer amplifier served to drive the long
cable between the PMT and a AM 503 differential amplifier C
Tekronix 3 with variable gain from unity to 100K and selective
bandwidth from DC to 1MHz. After the amplification, the
signal was recorded by a transient recorder, Biomation 1010
waveform recorder C 10 bits resolution and bandwidth from DC
to 2.5MHz 3. The meaurement for each laser shot was triggered
by the Q-switched pulse synchronized signal from the laser
system. In order to obtain the baseline before and after the
laser flash, we set the transient recorder in the pre-trigger
mode-and chose suitable timebase such that the final baseline
occupied about 40% of the entire recorded interval. Since the
transient recorder can only store the digitized information
for a single shot, the transient signal after each laser pulse
was fed into a microcomputer C PC XT compatible 3 for signal
averaging purpose.
For the faster signals C 1lifetime 2105 Hz 3, the
electronic configurations were slightly different from the
above one. The Tektronix differential amplifier was replaced
by a wide—band amplifier PAR 115 C Princeton Applied Research
3 which had a bandwidth of 70MHz and fixed gain of either 10
or 100. Instead of Biomation, the amplified signal was fed
into a Transiac 2001 transient recorder C 8 bits resolution
and bandwidth ud to igomht tkq 5 w.4 A
substituted for the IBM XT compatible, due to the different
in peripherial interfacing.
2.4 Sample preparatio
All the samples in this work were prepared in ImM, pH7
phosphate buffer. The concentrations of all reactants were
determined by absorption spectrophometry t5S~513 using the
Hitachi 220S spectrophotometer. The overall ionic strength of
the sample was adjusted by the addition of NaCI. The overall
ionic strength I is computed from I= E C.Z? where C andG I 11 v
Z are the molarity and the charge of each species,
rpcnoril VP! V
The study consists of two parts. For the first part, the
generation of hydrated electron was. achieved by adding
approximately 2mM tyrosine in the sample. The sample was
initially prepared with Cyt3+ which was adapted from horse
heart cytochrome C Type VI, Sigma Chemical Company, mainly in
oxidized form D. The protein wa. used as received and it
contained a small fraction C as 8% of Cyt2+ as seen from the
change in absorption spectrum by adding a slight excess of
oxidizing agent K FeCCNZ). The K FeCChO, K FeCChD., tyrosine3 0 3 0 4 0
and other chemicals were of reagent grade. The experiments
were normally conducted in the presence of O. For a few
2
meaurements, the samples wer deaerated by a number of
f r oezo-pump-thaw cycles and essentially the same electron
24- 3—
transfer rates C between Cyt and FeCCND 2) were obtained.5
In the second part of the study, the sample was initially
2 4 2 4
prepared using Cyt. The Cyt was obtained from reduction
34
of the Cyt C as used in the first part D by sodium
dithionite and then purified by gel-chromatography through a
approximate 40cm Sephedax G-25 column with a flow rate of
CO
0.3 sec. The oxidation state of the filtered protein was
checked by examining the spectrum from 450nm to 600nm and the
optical density ratio at 220nm and 41Onm. The reaction was
initiated by the photoi oni zati on of RuCCND4-, OsCCND4 or5 5
ReCCND4-. The K RuCCND, K OsCCJO and K ReCCND complexes
7 4 5 4 5 47
were synthesis by Dr. C. M. Che C Chemistry Dept., Hong Kong
P C O 1
University I) following the method of Krauss and Schrader,i
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3.1 Kinetic study of oxidation of Cyt
The rate of reaction was monitored mai nl y at SSOnm. As
shown in figure 15, a signal of exponential decrease in
optical absorption was observed. In fact, the entire
transient spectrum obtained is consistent with that the signal
is due to the oxidation of Cyt2+ to Cyt3+.
3—
3.1.1 FeCCND concentration dependence
2+ 3—
The rates of oxidation of Cyt by FeCCND were measured
3—
as a function of FeCChO concentration with ionic strength I
= 15mM, 35mM, 90mM and 140mM, respectively (Figures 16CaZ),
Cb!), Cc) and CdD). The CCyt3+D C t indicates total
concentr ati on D was always kept to be about 5% of that of
CFeCCND3]. This condition of CFeCCND3-] »CCyt3+ l5 t 5 t t
simplifies the data analysis Csee discussion!). As shown in9
the figures, saturation behaviour was observed at low ionic
strength CI= 15mM and 35mMZ which gives support of the scheme
that electron transfer occurs within the precursor complex
E 2 1
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Figure 15 Typical transient signal at X=550nm obtained from the
oxidation of Cyt by FeCGhO. The sample contained
a—
3mM FeCCND~ and 0.3mM Cyt3'' in ImM CpH 73 phosphate
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Figure 16 Plots of the observed electron transfer rate k vs.
oba
3— 2+
the FeCChD concentration for the oxidation of Cyt(5..
by FeCCND3 at ionic strengths of CaD 15mM, CbD 35mM,(5
CcD 90mM and CdD 140mM. Solid lines are theoretical
curves calculated using equation C 4. 93 with the values
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Figure IT Plots of the observed electron transfer rate k vs.
3- obs
the FeCChD concentration for the oxidation of Cyt2+
by FeCChD with no amendment to ionic strength. The
concentrations of NaCl added to sample are CaD zero and
CbD 20mM. Solid lines are theoretical curves
calculated using equation C 4. 93 with the values for
K» k and b listed in table 4. 4.» 32
linearly with FeC CNj° concentrati on indicating that the5
binding of FeC CND 3_ to Cyt2+ is now very weak. An analysis of
the data shows that a minimum of two electron transfer sites
are present C see DISCUSSION• For comparison, we have also
conducted experimints with no amendments to ionic strength(
Figures 17CaD and CbD). The results are qualitatively
similar. However, the rate constants, as found in the same
way, are slightly different from the result obtianed with the
case of constant ionic strength C see DISCUSSION• •
3+
3.1.2 Cvt concentration dependence
In order to determine the affinity of FeC CND3 to Cyt3+,
2+ 3~~
we have studied the Cyt to FeC CND electron transfer rateJ 5
3+ 3—
as a function of Cyt concentr ati on with [FeCCND 3 kept5 1
respectively at 250jM and 250jM( Figures 18CaD, CbD and CcD
). At low ionic strength I=15mM( Figures ISCaD and CbD), we
note that the rate decreases monotonical 1 y with the increase
3+ 3—
in Cyt concentration. This is because CFeCCND 3 Cwhere f
5 f
indicates the free ion concentration) is much reduced at high
3+
Cyt concentr ati on, as a result of the formation of the
FeC CND3 Cyt3+ complex. The binding of Cyt3+- to FeC CND35 5
becomes weaker at higher ionic strength I=140mM and the
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Figure 18 Plots of k, vs. Cyt concent.rat,ion for the oxidation
obs
of Cytz+ by FeCCND3 at ionic strengths of CaD 15mM,. 5;
Cb3 15;nMand Cc) 140mM-. Hie FeCCND3 concentrations
6
were 250jM, 500pM and 250pM for CaD, CbD and CcD,
respecti- ely. Solid lines are theoretical curves
calculi id using equations C4. 93 and C4.83 with the
values or K, K, k and b listed in table 4.6.
33 22 e 32
3.1.3 CoCCND3 and FeCCND4 competiiion studies5 5
The rate of oxidation of Cyt2+ by FeCCND3 was measured
3—
in the presence of different concentration of CoCCND, a5
3—
redox inert isomorphic analog of FeCCND. In this
experiment, we kept [FeCCND3 ]t constant and CC CoCCND3+
[FeCCND3] D CCyt3+] =10. As CoCCND3 inhibits the binding5 t t 5
of FeCCND3 to Cyt2+, the oxidation rate of Cyt2+ by FeCCND35 5
3—
decreases monotoni cal 1 y with increase in CoCCNDJ 5
concentration. From figures 19CaD C I= 28. 5mM D and CbD C .1
= 130mM D, we note that the blocking effect of CoCCND3 is
more apparent at low ionic strength, which is consistent with
3— 2+
the conclusion in 3.1.1 that FeCCND binds to Cyt prior to
electron transfer. We have also conducted similar experiments
by substituting FeCCND4 for CoCCND3( Figures 20CaD and CbD(5 d
)-
3.2 Study of driving force dependence
Figure 21 shows a typical signal at 570nm obtained by
2+ 4—
photoexcitation of a sample of Cyt and OsCCND. The
initial jump was found to result from laser induced change in
the absorbance of the protein, and this part of the signal
remains unchanged in the time scale of our experiment. The
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Fiaure 19 Plots of k vs. CoCChD concentration for the
obs 5
2f 3—
oxidation of Cyt by FeCCND at ionic strength of CaD5
23.5mM and Cb) 130m}-!. The concentrations of FeCCND3
5
were 230uM for both CaD and CbD. Solid lines are
theoretical curves calculated using equation C4.143
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Figure 20 Plot, of k vs. FeCCND4 concent, ration for the
ooo 5
oxidation of Cyt2+ by FeCCND3 at ionic strengths of
CaD 15mM and CbD 40mM. The total FeCCND3 and Cyt3'
concentrations were 109pM and 10M, respectively for
Ca3 and 336pM and 22pM, respectively for CbD. Solid
lines are theoretical curves calculated using equation
C 4.153 with the values for K, fC, k and b listed
32 33© 32
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Figure SI Typical transient signal at 570nm obta.i led from the
oxidation of Cyt2+ by OsCCND3. The sar ile contained5
ImM OsCCND4 and lOOpM Cyt2+ in ImM CpH 75 phosphate
buffer. The total ionic strength was GOi. M.
oxidation of the protein from Cyt2 to Cyt3+ by the OsCChD3-
generated from photoionization of OsCChD C see also section
2.1 Methods D. This optical change in time follows a single
exponential as a result of that the reactioin is pseudo first
order C concentration of Cyt2+ is much higher than that of
OsCCND3~ D. The stability of the OsCChD3 C and RuCCND3 D
5 s s
was monitored by repeating the transient experiment in the
wavelength region of 400-450nm in the absence of Cyt2+. These
transient signals remained essentially constant in the time
scale of the electron transfer, indicating that the observed
transfer rate is not limited by the stability of the oxidized
c omplexes gener ated.
In the reaction, hydrated electrons were generated as by
products. They probably decay by reducing 0 in the sample to2
O radicals and by interacting with some amino acid residues2
of the protein. The signal in figure 20 decays very slowly in
a time scale of seconds as a result of the reduction of Cyt
2+—
back to Cyt by the O generated. This back reduction is2
ususally not complete and to minimize this effect, we have
ensured that the samples was well stirred between shots and
new sample was used after more than five shots.
3. 2.1 Driving force dependence
Apart from a difference in the time constant of the
exponential :shown in figure 21, the results obtained for all
the hexacyanides C and rhenium cyanide} are qualitatively the
same( Figures 22CaZ, CfcO, Cc) and CdD). Figure 22 shows a
plot of the rat© of oxidation of Cyt2+ CsdLOOjMZ) by the three
hexacyanides CcsdmMD at different ionic strengths. The rate
constants decrease monotonically with ionic strength, in
accord with that the binding constant between Cyt2+ and the
complexes becomes weaker at higher values of ionic strenght I.
Table 3.1 summarizes the ratio of the rate constants for these
B—
reagents C measurements for ReCCND? were also made, although
9—
it is not an isomorphic analog of FeCChD D. These numbers5
give the effect of the driving force on the electron transfer
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Figure 22 Plots of k vs ionic strength for the oxidation of
Cyt2 by CaD FeCCTO2-, CM OsCCN32, CO RuCOO®- and
CdD ReCCfO®, respectively. The Cyt2+ concentration is
F«r™t-n f11 cases- Th® reagent concentrations C
FeCCNO, etc.} are all equal to ImM.
2
3.2.2 Cyt concentration dependence
2+
The binding between Cyt and the hexacyani des is in
principle best demonstrated by examining the variation the
2+
electron transfer rate with Cyt concentration. However, it
is difficult to conduct our experiment in high concentration C
up to mM D of Cyt because the optical density of the protein
would be too high to give an acceptable signal to noise ratio
C for the cases of oxidation of Cyt2+ by OsCCND3 or RuCChO35 5
D. For the limited range of protein concentration at which
measurements could be carried out C 100-400M D, the observed
2+
rate is proportional to Cyt concentration at all ionic
strengths investigated C Figure 23 D.
3. 2. 3 Hexacyanide concentration dependence
•
2+
An indirect demonstration of the binding between Cyt
and the complexes was achieved by studying the electron
transfer rate as a function of complex concentration. Taking
the case of OsCCND3 as an illustration C Figure 24 D, it is5
seen that at low ionic strength, the transfer rate decrease
A__
with increase in the concentration of OsCChO. This
5
2+
indicates that the free Cyt concentration is reduced because
2—
of binding between Cyt and OsCCND. At higher ionic
strength C I1OOmM 3, the complex concentration no longer has





Figure 23 Plot of k vs. Cyt2 concentration for the oxidation. obs
of Cyt2+ by FeCCND3 at ionic strength of 35mM. The
FeCCN!) concentration was 2mM. The solid lino is a
5
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Figure 24 Plot of k vs. OsCCJO- concentration for the
oxidation of Cytz+ by OsCClO- at ionic strength of
yuMm




4.1 Kinetic study of the oxidation of Cyt by FeCCHDg
In the first part of the study, we have examined the
kinetics of the oxidation of Cyt2+ by FeCCND3. The reaction
scheme is still not clear from the reported results of the
other workers. According to our experimental approach in this
i
part C see 2.1 Methods D, the reactions after the laser flash
may be assumed as f ollows1 3S3,







where k+ and k+ are, respectively, the association and0mm 3 2•— 3 3
dissociation rates of formation of the complex
FeCChD 3~ CytZ+ and FeCCND3~•Cyt3+, and k is the actual5 3 e
electron transfer rate.
Since the amount of Tyr generated is of the order of
micromolar as well as there is quenching of Tyr+ by FeCCfO'
2+
[4.3c 3, the reoxidation of Cyt through the pathway C4.3b3
may be neglected. Therefore, only £4. 3a3 and C4. 4] will
contribute to our measured rates. Moreover, we have omitted
the backward electron transfer reaction in [4.3a], as this
2 —1
rate C 2s order of 10 s} is negligible compared with the
forward rate k I53
In the first part of the study, we have CFeCCND3]»
m
2+
CCyt 3, then the observed rate k for a single binding site
obs
on cytochrome c can be deduced as
C 4. S3
where k= kCFeCClD3 3f, the subscript f indicates the free
ion concentration, and k= k'+ k+ k. When k and k»
-92© -32
k, we can assume the reaction for formation of FeC CN!)3~• Cyt2+
© 5 J
to be always in equilibrium during the transfer of electrons C
assumption will be verified belowD. Equation C4.53 becomes.
[4. 6]
where is the binding constant for the formation of
precursor complex For the weak binding
situation the observed rate
becomes 1inear in
[4.73
where b is the bimolecular electron transfer rate constant.
32
For the case of several binding sites for electron transfer,
the observed rate is simply the sum of the contribution from
each of the binding site. Owing to the linear CFeCCNi)3~3f
dependence for the weak binding sites, such a linear term may
result from the contribution of several weak binding sites.
3—
The CFeCChD 3f is in general not equal to the total
concentration of FeCChD3, since some FeCCN23~ ions may bindO 5
also to Cyt3+ molecules C see equation C4. 43!. We also
assume that k[ FeCCND 3~3,, k» k, then the CFeCCND3333 S f -33 o 5 f
can be evaluated by taking [4.43 to be always in equilibrium
during the transfer of electrons, thus we have
where is the equilibrium constant, for [4.4] and
subscript t represents the total concentrations.
3— 2+
The formation of precursor complex FeCCND Cyt before
the actual electron transfer is verified from the rate
saturation behaviour observed at I=15mM and 35mM in section
3.1.1. The effect is less apparent as ionic strength
increases. An almost.linear relation between the observed
3—
rate and [FeCCND] was obtained, as shown from the data at
cS f
I=90mM and 140mM. Since the condition of [FeCCND3 3»
5 t
CCyt3+] was satisfied in the experiments of FeCCND31 d
3—
concentration dependence, we could put [FeCCND 3
[FeCCND3 3+ in our data analysis. At first, the FeCCND35 I 5
concentration dependence data were least square fitted to a
single binding site model C equation C4.63 D, but there were
large deviations from the observed results. However, the
goodness of fit improves tremendously when a special two-site
model C a strong binding site and, a weak binding site D was
used,
[4.9]
where the first and second terms are the stronger and weaker
binding site contributions respectively. As mentioned above
we have put [FeCChD3]= CFeCCND3] in equation C4.9] for5 f 5 t
the following fitting.
4.1.1 Parameters k, K and b
© 32 32
If we now put
then we have Hence K, b and k
32 32©
can be obtained by least square fitting through minimizing
TheC exper i mentaJ CtheoreticaJ
binding effect become weak at the high ionic strength, and a
three-parameter fit becomes less reliable. Instead, we have
attempted a two parameter fit by which K and b were32 32
deduced with a presumed value of k obtained from the result
©
of low ionic strength. The results of the fitting are shown
in table 4.1. In particular, the k value of 4.65103 1 is in
E4.P3






























' The parameters are assumed to have the underlined values in
the fittings.
For comparison, the fi tted result according to -the






























C experimental3 Ctheor eticalD
•From the above table, we note that the two-site model gives
not only a large improvement in the goodness of fit but also
more consistent results C by comparing k 's D. We have also
attempted to fit the data with a general two-site model, i.e.,
where the superscript 2nd indicates the second site


















C experimentalD C ihpnroi i D
Comparing with the results obtained from the special two-site
model C a 3-parameter fit D, it is obvious that there is
essentially no improvement in the goodness of fit by using the
general model C 4-parameter fit D. In fact, binding constants
for the second site are actually very small even at low ionic«»
strengths CI=15mM and 35mMD. Thus, we have chosen to use the
results from the special two-site model.
The rate constants were found in the similar fashion for
t
the data obtained with no amendment to the ionic strength(
Figures 17Ca3, CbD and Table 4.4}. As can be seen, there is
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the reaction rate
Now let us compare the relative contribution of the two





































At I=15mM, contribution of the second site is only about 13%'
as large as that, of the first site at CFeCGND ]—lOOpM which
is typically, the maximum FeCCND concentration allowed in
stopped-flow experiments. As CFeCChD 3t=2mM, this percentage
increases to 46%, thus enabling the additional weak binding
site to be identified. The binding constant for the tight
binding site decreases monotomically with increasing ionic
strength, reaching 80M 1 at I=140mM at which binding is no
longer apparent and the parameters K and b were found by32 32
first fixing k =46500, which was obtained from the low ionic
strength study. As ionic strength increases, the contribution
of the weak site becomes much more significant. At I=140mM,
the contribution of the second site becomes larger than that
of the first one C table 4.5 D. Thus it is seen that, owing
-r»•
to the stronger affinity of the first binding site, its
contribution is more important at low ionic strength.
However, as the binding becomes weaker at high ionic strength,
. I
the contribution of the second binding site will then be
dominant. The change in the relative contribution from these
two binding sites may result from the shorter electron tranfer
distance involved with the second binding site.
4.1.3 Binding constant K 9 9
The binding constant for the formation of1
the eomplex see equation E4. 43 3 can be
evaluated from the k, measurement ofobs
concentration
dependence. Consider Iexperimental I
k C theor eti cal
obs and gi ven
and and can be
found by minimizing A. The optimal values of are
calculated by treating minA to be an implicit function of k ©
as well as b, and the minimum is found by the method of32























The parameters are assumed to have the underlined values in
the fittings. ECyt3+3 's are up to 0. 6mW.
3+
With the known K obtained from the experiment of Cyt3 3
3—
concentration dependence, the EFeCCND] can be exactly5 f J
evaluated from equation [4.83 and used in equation [4.93.
However, it does not give any significant change in the'
3—
parameters obtained under the assumption CFeCCND f—
CFeCCNZ)3]. Moreover, we note that K is not equal to but5 t 33
3 times greater than K. One possible reason for such3 2
higher K is that K includes contribution from all the3 3 33
3—
binding sites for FeCCND on the protein surface. However,
it may also arise from the difference in the oxidation state
34- 2+
of the protein C Cyt vs Cyt Z. Further work is required
to sort out the respective contribution of these two factors.
4.1.4 Competition studies
The formation of precursor complex before the actual
electron transfer is further verified in the competition
3—
experiment. The CoC GHZ) is used for inhibiting the binding5
of FeCCNZ)3~ to Cyt2+. For the oxidation of Cyt2+ by FeCCNZ)3(5 (5
3—
in the presence of CoCCNZ), in addition to [4. 3a] and C4.43,
we need to consider the following reaction,
C4. 11]
C 4. 12]
Similarly, the association and dissociation rate k_ are
assumed to be sufficiently fast so that C4.ll] and [4.12] are
always in equilibrium during the course of electron transfer.
k'
Since FeCCND3~ and CoCCND~ are isomorphic, K'=— and
5 5 32 t
• -32
k




will be shown later}. Theoretically, koba of the previous
system will decrease with the addition of CoCClD, as a
result of the inhibition of the binding of FeCCND3 to Cyt2+.O
3—
Thus, in the presence of CoCChD, equation [4.93 becomes,
[4. 133
where [FeCCND3~3and [CoCCND3 3 can be derived from the5 f J f
following equations
It is reasonable to put FC= K= K, then we have32 32




In the first attempt, we have kept K= K in the data32 3 2
3—
analysis because of the isomorphism between FeCCND and
CoCCN3~. For the data at ionic strengths 1=28. 5mM and 130mM












The parameters are assumed to have the underlined values in
the fittings.
In another attempt the K and K were also allowed to32 32
vary in the data, analysis. Similar to the case of Cyt
dependence, we can find K and K using assumed values of k32 32©
3—
and k from the measurement of k. for different [CoCCN3]32 obs 5 t















The parameters are assumed to have the underlined values in
-the fittings.
From the above table, we note that the result gives K cxK32 3 2
and their values are only slightly different from table 4.7.
Our results are thus consistent with the isomorphism between
FeC CN3 3~ and CoCOO8.
5 S
When FeCCND4 is used instead of CoCCNZ)3 as the
a s
competition agent, the following reaction needs to be
considered.
In our stud} and
are again approximately equal to




is also obtained by the















i The parameters are assumed to have the underlined values in
the fittings. CaD CFeCCND3 3 and £Cyt3+3 were kept at5 t t
109ljM and 10M, the range of CFeCCND4 3 adopted in
o t
fitting is 0.1-3 mM. C6D CFeCCND3~3 and CCyt3+3 were kept5 t t
at 33QJM and 22the range of CFeCCND4 3 adopted in(5 t
fitting is 0.02-0.4 mM. C See section 3.1.3 D
As shown in table 4.9, K is about a factor of 2 greater22
than K. Our result that the more negatively charged32
4-
FeC CND binds to the site with a stronger affinity is
consistent with the fact that FeCChD3 and FeCChD4 bind to a
5 (5
positive patch of the protein surface via electrostatic
interaction.
4.1.5 Verification of the equilibrium assumption
As mentioned previously, the binding process is assumed
to be in equilibrium in the course of electron transfer.
After obtaining K and k, we can now justify thisBZ e
3—
assumption. The effective association rate between FeCCND
2. 3—.
and Cyt is given by k CFeCCND], where k has been32 5 32
estimated from the diffusion controlled limit to be about
w»
21 0PM~1s~1I55,533. The minimum CFeCChD3] was 0.05mM in our
measurements, the minimum value of k CFeCChD3] is therefore
32 3
3 —1
equal to 110 s. The dissociation rate constant k can
-32%
also be estimated from K and k to be about lOs1. These
32 32
rates are sufficiently large compared to k. Moreover, K,
e 22
K and K are found to be the same order of magnitude as33 3 2
K. Thus, this equilibrium assumption is valid for the study32
of electron transfer reaction between FeCChD3 and Cyt2+.5
4.2 Driving force dependence
Similar to the electron transfer between iron hexacyanide
and cytochrome c, the electron transfer reaction between




where X denotes the various metals Fe, Os and Ru. In equation
[4.163, we have also omitted the backward electron transfer
reaction since its rate is negligible compare with the forward
rate k for all the complexes.©
As explained in the result section, because of technical
difficulty, we have not been able to verify experimentally the
kinetic scheme for the osimium and ruthenium hexacyanide
complexes. The results obtained for the complex concentration
dependence C Figures 24, p56 3) only serve to indicate the
presence of binding at low ionic strength but no quantitative
information on the binding constants can be derived for
3— 3—
OsCCND and RuCCND. However, since these two complexes are5 5
3—
isomorphic to FeCCND, it is reasonable to assume that the
s
kinetic results obtained in the first part should hold for all9
the complexes.
The analysis of the reaction can be further simplified by
3
recognizing' that since the concentration of the XCCND d
2+
generated is much less than 'that, of Cyt initially in the
sample, the electron -transfer reaction C equation C4.163 D has
2+
essentially no effect on the concentration of free Cyt
Thus equations C4.163 and C4.173 are in practice decoupled C
see APPENDIX in our Study and since the concentration of
XCCND4 was much greater than that of Cyt2, the total free5
2+ 2+
Cyt concentration CCyt 3. becomes,
[4. 183
With the above approximations, the observed electron transfer
rate k is given by,
obs
C4. 193
The approximate value of the assosciation rate constant k 32
may be obtained from the study of the electron transfer
between cytochrome c and zinc porphyrins, ZnTPPS4, where TPPS
£57]
is tetrakis C sul f onatophenyl 3) porphyrin, by Cho et al
From the observed bimolecular transfer rate, we estimate k
32
to vary from 61 ChfST1 C I~20mM} to EloV'1 C I~300mM
3). For the strong binding site, the dissociation rate
constant may then be estimated to vary from. 41 Os 1 to
7 —1
510 s as I increases from lOmM to 300mM. Thus it is seen
that k» k CCyt2+3 for CCyt2+3 -dOOjM which is the- 32 32 t J t
concentration used in this experiment. Similarly for the
My. J
weak site C or the second binding site 2, k should be
-32
larger than 110°s 1 at all ionic strengths covered in this
experiment. Such k2nd values are much greater than
-32
jndj. Cyth] as well as the intramolecular electron transfer32 L
2
rates k C see below 2 for all the complexes. Taking all
approximations into account, the total contribution of the two




- is binding constant for th weak site and
is the biomolecular electron transfer rate constant
In the following, we discuss the electron transfer
rates obtained for the various complexes based on the above
kinetic scheme C equation C4.203 2. Consider first the simple
case of high ionic strength. For example, at I =31 Omit, the
binding constant for the strong binding site should be -uite
small C say cz 20M 1 2) which indicates that k m 110ei.
-32
•
Such a k value is sufficiently large compared to k for all
-32©
the complexes C see below 2) so that equation C4.20.3 can be
further simplified to,
[ 3]
According to the electron transfer theory of Hopfield,
C4. 21]
[4. 223
where T is the electron transfer tunnelling matrix element,
ab
AE and are the overall potential and reorganization energy
for the reaction, respectively. Since AE and should be the
same for the two sites, equation C4.223 becomes,
where is electron transfer tunnelling matrix element for
ab
the weak binding site. The quantities in the bracket should
be identical for all isomorphic complexes, and the different
electron transfer rates result from the difference in the
redox potential E° of the various hexacyanides. As can be
seen from table 3.1 C see RESULT pSl 2, for an increase in AE
of about 0. SeV from FeCCHD3 to RuCCN3, k C and k D
5 5 obo 12
increases by about ISO fold CI=310mlO. It should be noted
that, in fact, this ratio of 150 is likely a lower limit since
the bi molecular rate obtained for RuCChD3- is not much less
s
than the association constant k. A more accurate value k'a
32 12
which corrects for the diffusion ..controlled effect for»
3—
RuCCND can be deduced as follow,
5
Taking k~ SloV1, ka~ 7. 8108M 1s~1 at I =310mM whichV 32 12
3-
implies that the electron transfer rate k of RuCCND should
e 5
be about 210 fold higher than that of FeCCND3. In the first
part of the study, the intramolecular electron transfer rate
3—
of the strong binding site k for FeCCND was found to be
e 5
4—±
4.6510 s. The result of the AE dependence C see equation
[4.223 D thus give k for OsCCND3 and RuCCND3 to be
e 5 3
2.01 Os 1 and 9. 810es respectively.
3—
At low ionic strength, the ratio of k, between FeCCND
obs 5
and RuCCND3 decreases to about 100 C see table 3.1 D. This
s
can be understood readily in terms of the above kinetic scheme
C equation [4.20] D. For 1=1 OmM, K rdSOOM1 and k for32 e
3—
RuCCND is now comparable to k. Hence as can be seen from5 —32
3—
equation [4.203, k t for RuCCND will be reduced relative to
obs 5
that of FeCCND3. In fact, if we take k r 610PM~1s~1 and
5 32
use the kinetic constants obtained in the first part of the
study, the smaller ratio can be accounted for reasonably well
quantitatively.
»
4. 2. 1 Reorganization ©norqy
The reorganization energy X. for the reaction can be12
HorlrTr or! t-v r f i H i nrr+ Ko r H car- i raH -P r—vr-+ Kq i ottt rnmnl+ f.uiu 1. ww w w w y a rf. w w w« ivj w w r. ww a•. r w Ui wt w a »w r wa a. w w4 L. L.kJll|J± w vCi w N—1
above equation C5.73. The AE values are obtained from the
following E° values CIOD; E°C Cyt3+Cyt2+D =0. 26V1 3 2 3,
E°C FeC CND 3~FeC CND 4~3= 0.356Vt54 3, E°C OsC CND 3OsC CMD 4_D5' 5 5' 5
0.634VC553 and E°C RuC CND 3 ~RuC CND 4~D= O.S6VI553. The X5' 5 12
deduced from the best fit is 0. 77eV. This value is somewhat
lower than that of 1.1 eV obtained for the cytochrome
c-porphyrin system, but very similar to that of 0.7eV deduced
for the cytochrome c- cytochrome b couple by McLendon and5
Miller 1 57 3. The higher X found for the case of the12
porphyrin is likely to arise from the outer sphere solvent
reorganization term. According to the additivity rule of
[83
Marcus, the reorganization energies for the protein and
hexacyanide self-exchange reactions, X and 22» are related
to X by X= CX +X D 2. The value of X should be about
12 12 11 22' 22
leV as estimated from the peak wavelength• of the
FeC CND3 FeC CND4 charge transfer bandf81 Thus, X for
cytochrome c is approximately equal to 0. 55eV, which is a
[ 4r 8 3
factor of 2 higher than that computed by Chang et. al
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Figure S3 Plot, or In k vs. driving force AE for the reaction
obs
between cytochrome c and hexacyanide. The solid line
is the theoretical curve calculated according to
Hopfield's electron transfer model,
k -AexpC-CAE-XZ)24Xk, TT), with the values of
e b
A=l. 41o's1 and X=0. 77eV.
4. 2. 2 Electron transfer distance between cytochrome c and
hexacyanide
[50-53]
Recent NMR spectroscopy studies on the electron
transfer reactions between FeC CND3 FeC CN3 and Cyt2+Cyt3+
have suggested that there are at least two non—equivalent
[50 513
binding sites for hexacyanide on cytochrome c
Moreover, the amino acid residues responsible for the binding
[513
have also been identified. Eley et al claimed that there
are two binding sites in which lysine residues 25, 27 and 79
are probably binding groups for one site, and lysine residues
8, 13, 72, 86 and 87 may be involved in the binding for the
other site. On the other hand, Hopfield and Urgurbi 11503 gave
a more specific result that the two sites have different
binding affinity. The binding groups lysine residues 25 and
27 have been assigned to be the stronger binding site, whereas
lysine 72 and 73 may be the weaker one. Fut her more, from
X-ray crystallography data, the edges of both binding sites
have been estimated to be at distances of about 10A from the
,, 1503
heme edge
Using the deduced the intramolecular electron transfer
4- 1
rate constant of k =4.6510 s, we can now estimate the
e
electron transfer distance r for the strong binding site
[33
according to Hopfield's electron transfer model C equation
[4. 22] With and
andwe have
X ~0. 77eV. From equation [4.2523, T is found to be12 ab




Where T. and r are in eV and A, N and M, are the number of
ab a b
aromatic groups over which the electron orbitals are
dalocalized for site a and site b. In the present case, N 6
a
and N 20, giving r o: 12. 6A, which is in good agreement withb
r 50 i
Hopfield and Urgurbil's result of nsdOA. Indeed, although
many assumptions are involved in the derivation of equations
r4. 223 and C4.233, the agreement between the number deduced
«gv«
from theory and the number from experiment does suggest that
the electron transfer under investigation can be understood in
terms of current model.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In conclusion, our study of the electron transfer
between Cyt2+ and FeC CN2) 3~ by the method of photoexcitation5
has helped to clarify the kinetics scheme involved in the
cytochrome c hexacyanide electron transfer reaction. We
have verified, from the observed transfer rate behaviour at
high FeC CND concentrati on C up to 5mM D, that a precursor
3— 2+
complex FeCCND Cyt is formed before the electron transfer.
3—
The data obtained at such FeC CND concentration allow us to
5
show that there are two binding sites of vastly different
affinities on the protein surface at which electron transfer
can occur. The binding constant for the strong binding site
decrease from 1600M 1 to 80M 1 as the i oni c strength increases
from 15mM to 140mM. The intramolecular electron transfer rate
4- —i
k for the strong binding site is found to be 4.6510 s.
The study of the oxidation of Cyt2+ by OsCChO or
3— 3—
RuCCND, which is isomorphic analog of FeCChD, has providedS 5
important information on the effect of thermodynamic driving
force AE on biological electron transfer reactions. At
present, most of the data are obtained at relatively low
driving forces C AE0. 3 V Dt3Z' 3' 3. As shown in this and
other studies156'57 -s7 -7°] high AE data can be readily
• •
obtained by the photoexcitation method. They are important
for testing the applicability of existing theories to complex
protein molecules. In our study, for an increase in AE of
about 0. SV from FeCChD3 to RuCCND3, the electron transfer(5 5
rate was found to increase by about 200 times. The results
are consistent with the theories of Hopfield133 and
[7jl]
Marcus, and a reorganization energy X. of caO,77V is
found for the cytochrome c hexacyanide system. These values
of X and k give an electron transfer distance binding site
of approximately 12.6A for the strong binding site, in good
agreement with that deduced from NMR studytJ°3.
Appendix
Calculation For The Second Part Of The Study
In the second part of the study, a quantitative analysis
of our data can be performed by assuming that electron
transfer reaction occurring at a given site on the protein can
be described by the following equations,
[4. 163
[ 4. 173
where X denotes the various metals Fe, Ru and Os. Owing to
the isomorphism among FeCCND3-, OsCChD3 and RuCCND3,5 5 5
association and dissociation constants in C4.163 and [4.173
for each reagent should be the same. In our study, the total
XCCf03~ concentration generated from photoionizati on of• c
XCCN3 is much smaller than free ion concentrations of
s
XCCN!) and Cyt+, therefore, the equations [4.163 and [4.173
are in practice decoupled as shown below.
Put
wher e
the subscript represents the free ion concentration and
equilibrium part non-equilibrium part. From [4.16]
and C4.17] we have,
Choose







As we put in equations[ A. 1], [A. 2] and [A. 3], we
have
In fact, is what we called the For the case of
we obtain
By considering [4.173, we have
In our experiments, then we obtain
[4. 18],
By considering the contribution from both the strong and the
weak binding site, the actual observed rate is expressed as,
Since b can be expressed as32 where and
are, respectively, the actual electron transfer rate and
the binding constant C for the formation of ) for
the weak binding site C see also equation C4. 73 D, CA. 43
becomes,
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